
Event Title: Publishing Choices for Inclusive YA/MG Fiction

Five authors of books for the YA/MG audience who seek inclusivity in their work discuss their
various paths towards publication: self-publishing, small, and larger presses. They’ll contrast
pros and cons of different choices, what worked for them and what they’d do differently. They
will address unique issues writers face when presenting nuanced portrayals of neurodiverse,
LGBT, POC, or other characters from marginalized communities and the ethics and dynamics of
a writer's serving as an ally.

This panel addresses the questions many emerging or established YA/MG writers have about
publishing work that represents diverse or less often heard perspectives. Each author will
provide a hopeful and practical perspective based on their own experience that would be useful
to #ownvoices authors and to those who write about characters unlike themselves. The
discussion could also be educational for publishers who can learn about the experiences of
authors who seek to partner with them.

Publishing, Editing and Technology

YA novelist Craig Leener has written and self-published the Zeke Archer Basketball Trilogy and
the spinoff, There’s No Basketball on Mars. The lead character in the spinoff, Lawrence, is
autistic. (Moderator)

Desirée Calderón de Fawaz is the winner of the Middle East Book Award for her children’s
book Tata’s Earrings. She’s also the author of Quetzalli’s Last Song, a novel based on
experiences from her unconventional Mexican childhood, and her best weapon against the
misrepresentation of her cultures.

Jay Hartlove is the award-winning author of an urban fantasy trilogy (Goddess Chosen,
Goddess Daughter, Goddess Rising), the fantasy romance Mermaid Steel, and the LGBTQ
science fiction thriller The Insane God. He is also the playwright, director and producer of The
Mirror’s Revenge.

Liv Kyle is a recent graduate from La Jolla Elementary School. When not hanging out with
friends, Liv enjoys learning Chinese, playing field hockey, coding, mastering poker, and making
art. She is a cancer survivor who gives back to kids currently fighting the disease as an
Ambassador to Rady's Hospital.

Jiordan Castle is the author of All His Breakable Things, a poetry chapbook, and Disappearing
Act, a true coming-of-age story. Her work has appeared in HuffPost, The New Yorker, and
elsewhere. She is a contributor to the food and culture magazine Compound Butter.



Initial Remarks:

Craig Leener: After I completed the first draft of my first novel, I researched the best route to
publication, and I learned that if I chose the traditional route, my book wouldn’t find its way onto
a retail bookshelf for 3-5 years, if ever. I’m in my mid 60s, so I didn’t feel like I had the luxury of
time like my younger counterparts, so self-publishing was the best way for me to go. I’ve been
able to maintain creative control and somewhat manage the timeline for all four of my YA
novels.

How do I write ethically and intelligently about people who come from backgrounds other than
my own? That’s a great question. I sat down with a YA librarian at the outset of this journey and
asked her a ton of questions, including what publishers and readers were looking for. Without
hesitation, she said, “underrepresented characters.” I know parents with children who are
neurodivergent, so I decided to include a main character in my books who was on the spectrum.
I’ve conducted extensive internet research and have spoken with neurodivergent kids and their
parents. I occasionally hear from someone who doesn’t care much for the representation of my
neurodivergent character’s personality traits, but I expected that to happen, and I stay the
course.

Jay Hartlove: I tried the traditional big house publishing route many years ago, but came to
realize my work at that time was not good enough to attract good agents. A good agent is
necessary to become successful in traditional publishing. After seeing how much work my
self-published friends do just to get their books into the world, I decided it was worth it for me to
take a smaller cut of the profits in exchange for having a lot more time to write. Small press was
the right balance. After a couple of tries, I was lucky enough to eventually find a good one. They
do an excellent job of editing, getting cover art, publishing, and getting my books into all
formats, including ebook, paperback, hard bound and audiobooks, and all the sales channels.

There are agents and big publisher editors who will take on your niche subject, but they are rare
and it may take you a long time to find them. Small presses often specialize in certain kinds of
books because they are growing that niche audience. I would suggest finding other authors who
have gotten published with similar material to yours, and ask them who they work with. You’ll
still have to pitch your story, but at least you’ll know the publisher has been interested in your
kind of book already.

If you are writing about a people group who are here and now, then you must stay keenly aware
of the line between telling a story that is interesting because of their different viewpoint, and
telling a story about them because they are different. We are all different from one another in
some way, even if it’s not immediately visible. People being different is not interesting, it can be
insulting. Exploring different viewpoints is broadening and enlightening. If you are taken by a
story idea about a people with a different heritage than you, then go learn everything you can
about their culture. Meet them, befriend them, learn from them. Share your story idea with them
and see what they think.



An important touchstone is to remember not to take the microphone away from anyone who
should be telling their own story. Cultural appropriation usually focuses on how different a group
is. You are an expert at writing and storytelling. You also have to become an expert on what and
who you are writing about. If at some point you see that your story really is about how different
they are, then abandon that story and move on to the next one. The world has seen too many
divisive stories about how different we are from one another.

Desiree Calderon de Fawaz: At the beginning, I set out to publish traditionally as I had—in the
past—encountered self-published works ridden with mistakes. Somehow, I felt that traditional
publishing would give weight and credibility to my new career as an author. Little did I know that
the process was excruciating and the industry incredibly biased. I began writing and illustrating
my children’s book Tata’s Earrings in 2014 at the height of the Syrian refugee crisis. Having
been married to an Arab man for almost 20 years and having experienced life in the Middle East
for months at a time, the wave of islamophobia sweeping Europe and the USA was too much for
me to bear. I had long given up hope in the adult world and knew that kids were not only the
future but also the most receptive audience to a message of human fraternity. After a year
applying to 60 publishers and agents, some got back to me with encouraging messages. Of
those, a handful seemed interested in the story only if I changed it in significant ways—like
retelling the whole adventure and redoing every single illustration to eliminate the grandfather
from the story. With great hardship, I had been illustrating the story for two years, all while
tending to three children. Furthermore, the story, while magical and fictional, was based on my
Lebanese in-laws' early life. So, I passed on all offers to change the story. Eventually, one day, a
publisher of spiritual books—out of India—seemed willing to take on the story as it was. And,
due to my desperation, I agreed. I felt very strongly about the message of Tata’s Earrings and its
relevance and timeliness in a turbid world. I just couldn’t wait.

The story went on to win the Middle East Book award in 2018 but, after two years, I realized this
small, traditional, but boutique press didn't have any intention of promoting my book or spending
any time/money marketing it. I had not received a single royalty check in two years and,
although their printing quality was gorgeous, their entire business model depended on me
buying my books wholesale. For my next YA book Quetzalli’s Last Song, I honestly didn’t even
try looking for a publisher. Instead, I compared all the best self-publishers in the US and applied
to a few agents.
Self-publishing Quetzalli’s Last Song was hassle-free, timely, and made more sense financially
as I retained 100% of the royalties. But marketing has been its downfall. Mostly because
marketing takes money and time, both of which I don’t possess. I still don’t understand how an
author is supposed to write and illustrate her next book (and be a mom, a wife, a daughter, a
student, and hold an actual job!) if she is marketing.

It was clear to me that I had a thing for girl protagonists. I had two teenage girls who were avid
readers and it pained me when they couldn’t name a single female main character of a series,
much less a Latin one. In an era when Dora the Explorer was considered representation, it
made them feel unseen. Here they were, two strong Mexican-Lebanese girls growing up with
British Hermione Granger as a role model (a great one at least!) because there was nothing



better out there. I realized that a whole generation of Latin girls were/ and are still growing up
not knowing the magic of their ancestors. And, I wanted to do something about it.

As the Latin population grows in the US, we need people advocating for us in all realms of
society. We, at the moment, are not proportionally represented in literature. This became
evident as I sent my manuscript to agents and got apathetic replies, all while actual Mexicans
raved about its nuance and symbolism. It got me thinking that, of course, a mainstream
American agent couldn't feel the same as a Mexican one when faced with chapters named:
Amaranth, Camote, or Black Sapote. They would feel no association, no attachment to those
words, it would evoke absolutely nothing in them. On the other hand, I could make a Mexican
relive the sound of a barrel organ in a plaza corner, and make them feel pride… maybe even
shed a tear.
So, going back to the advice for writers: find an agent that belongs to that niche. And, my advice
to parents: support your children when they want to study literary careers. And, finally, to
Literary agencies: diversify your workforce (ethnically and culturally), the time for outdated
gatekeepers is behind us.

Scott and Liv Kyle:

Why the decision to self-publish?  Having served as the publisher for a decent sized publishing
house in the 1990s, I am deeply familiar with the traditional publishing process.  Since that time,
technology – and attitudes toward self-publishing – have both changed dramatically in the favor
of self-published books.  To get our story out in the world in a timely manner and to be able to
control – and have fun with – the messaging, PR process, etc., we decided to self-publish.  We
have enjoyed the journey and getting directly involved in the marketing process.

Why YA for these stories?  Liv is in middle school and the same age as Via, the main character,
when we started writing Via LaVie.  Liv is not only an amazing writer, but she brings an authentic
perspective to the characters, scenes, etc.  We knew we wanted her to have a diverse set of
characters (friends/classmates of Via) to enrich the reader experience.

What advice would you give someone looking to publish…. Tell your story to the world!  Enjoy
the journey of writing/publishing, experience all aspects of it (writing, marketing, giving
talks/book signings, etc.).  You will only regret not writing your book, you will never regret having
accomplished something many people dream of doing but only some actually turn that dream
into a reality.  The feeling of holding your book in your hands hot off the press is priceless.

Who gets to tell a story about a particular group of people? We hint that the main character, Via
LaVie, may be a ‘hidden genius’ due to her chemo treatments for brain cancer.  However, we
ultimately share with the reader that it is Via’s hard work and influence from her grandmother
that has led to her unusual memory, intelligence, etc.  This is based on Liv’s life (cancer
survivor, highly intelligent, near perfect memory, etc.) so this concept came from real world
experience.  In terms of the other diverse character (e.g. ‘KT’ who is from Tanzania), we did
research around language, culture, etc. to make her as authentic and real as possible.



Moderator Questions:

● Why the decision to self-publish, go with a small press, or traditionally publish
with a larger press? And what did that journey look like for you?

● Why YA for these particular stories -- especially if advocating for marginalized
groups/individuals?

● What advice would you give someone looking to publish something that may
seem too niche for a traditional market?

● Who do you write for? (Aka who do you think your audience is? And how does
that differ from who you've found your truest or largest audience to be?)

● What does your revision process look like? Or rather, how different does your first
draft look from the final book product?

● Who gets to tell a story about a particular group of people (e.g., neurodivergent, a
particular culture, etc.)? If you're not personally in that group, how do you
ethically research and tell a story focused on that group?

● What's next on your publishing journey? What would you keep doing and what
might you do differently for future books/projects? (E.g., PR budget, agent, etc.)


